
Chapter 11

Modal Summation

The various expressions which we have derived for the receiver response for
general point source excitation have singularities associated with the properties
of the reflection and transmission matrices for portions of the stratification and
the corresponding reverberation operators. In particular we have a set of poles
associated with the vanishing of the secular function for the half space det{TDL(0)}

(7.12). This secular function is independent of the depth of the source and depends
on the elastic properties in the half space.

For the combinations of frequency and slowness for which det{TDL(0)} vanishes
we have non-trivial solutions of the equations of motion satisfying both the
boundary conditions: the vanishing of traction at the surface, and decaying
displacement at depth (|w| → 0 as z → ∞). For our choice of structure this
latter property arises from the presence of only exponentially decaying waves in
the lower half spacez > zL (7.3). The detailed character of these eigenfunctions
for displacement will depend on the actual wavespeed distribution within the half
space. Above theS wave turning levelzs for the slownessp (i.e., the depth
at whichβ−1(zs) = p), the character of the eigensolutions will be oscillatory.
Below this level we will have evanescent decaying behaviour. For slownessp

less than the inverse of theS wavespeed in the lower half space(β−1
L ) we will

have travelling waves at depth; in this case we can no longer match both sets of
boundary conditions. The surface wave poles are thus restricted top > β−1

L and
the maximum slowness depends on the wave type.

Since we have a semi-infinite domain, the roots of the dispersion equation
det{TDL(0)} = 0 are ordered into continuous strings in frequency-slowness (ω–p)
space, ordered by overtone number (see figures 11.1, 11.3, 11.4). For theSHcase,
the overtone number for Love waves represents the number of zero crossings in
the eigenfunctions. In the coupledP-SV system the overtone number for higher
Rayleigh modes has a more abstract significance, but in many cases is one less than
the number of zero crossings for the horizontal displacement.

For perfectly elastic media the poles reside on the real slowness axis at fixed
frequency and the work of Sezawa (1935) and Lapwood (1948) shows that at large
distances the contribution from the residues at the poles response includes the
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11.1 The location of the poles

surface wavetrain. The stress-displacement fields associated with these residues
show no discontinuity across the source level (Harkrider 1964), so that the
excitation of the modal contributions should not be thought of as occurring directly,
but by the interaction of the entire wavefield with the stratification and the surface.

11.1 The location of the poles

The location of the surface wave poles in frequency slowness space is given by
the vanishing of the secular function. From the surface source expressions for the
seismic field (7.12) and the representation of the stress componentTDL(0) in terms
of the reflection and transmission properties of the stratification we require

det{TDL(0,ω, p)} = det(nD0 + nU0R
0L
D )/detT0LD = 0. (11.1)

If we have a uniform half space we would require detnD0(p) = 0. No root is
possible forSHwaves but forP-SVwaves we require

(2p2 − β−2
0 )2 + 4p2qα0qβ0 = 0; (11.2)

and this is the usual equation for the Rayleigh waveslownesspR0 on a uniform half
space with the propertiesα0, β0 (Rayleigh, 1887). For any increase in velocity
within the half space we have the possibility of dispersive wave-propagation with
the slowness depending on frequency for bothSHandP-SVwaves.

We may rewrite (11.1) as

∆ = detnD0 det(I − RFR
0L
D ) = 0, (11.3)

although the impression that there is always a root when detnD0 = 0 is illusory
since it is matched by a singularity inRF at the same slowness. However, for
slownessp > β−1

0 , such that all wave types are evanescent at the surface, with
increasing frequencyR0LD → 0 as the penetration into the stratification decreases,
and so

∆ → detnD0, as ω → ∞, p > β−1
0 . (11.4)

Thus forP-SVwave-propagation the limiting slowness for dispersive surface waves
is the Rayleigh slownesspR0 for a half space with the surface properties throughout.
Only one root of∆ exists inp > β−1

0 .
For slownessesp < β−1

0 , so thatSwaves at least are propagating, we may use
the simpler dispersion relation (Kennett, 1974)

det(I − RFR
0L
D ) = 0. (11.5)

This relation constitutes a constructive interference condition between waves
reflected back from the stratification and those reflected from the surface.

When we start from the expressions (7.32) and (7.35) for the displacement from
a buried source the secular function may be expressed as

det(I − RfSURSLD ) = 0, (11.6)
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Modal Summation

where the source depthzS is arbitrary. Equation (11.6) represents a further
constructive interference condition between waves reflected above and belowzS.
This form is inadequate and we must use (11.5) if the receiver contribution becomes
singular i.e. det(I − RfRU RRSD ) = 0 which corresponds to the existence of trapped
waves on just the truncated structure above the levelzS.

11.2 SH wave dispersion: Love waves

ForSHwaves the free-surface reflection coefficient is unity so that (11.5) becomes

R0LD |HH = 1, (11.7)

i.e. the secular relation requires us to seek those combinations of frequency and
slowness for which an incident downgoing wave is reflected from the stratification
without change of amplitude or phase. This result holds even for attenuative media
and so at fixed frequencyω the poles will lie in the first and third quadrants of the
slowness plane.

11.2.1 A layer over a half space

It is interesting to see how more familiar dispersion relations can be obtained from
(11.7). Consider the simple example of a layer with densityρ0, shear wavespeed
β0 and thicknessh0, overlying a uniform half space with densityρ1 and shear
wavespeedβ1. The reflection coefficient for the interface ath0 is given by (5.12)
and allowing for phase delay in the upper layer between the surface and the
interface we require

exp(2iωqβ0h0){µ0qβ0 − µ1qβ1}/{µ0qβ0 + µ1qβ1} = 0, (11.8)

and with a slight rearrangement we have

tanωqβ0h0 = −iµ1qβ1/µ0qβ0, (11.9)

which is the conventional Love wave dispersion relation (Ewing, Jardetsky & Press,
1957).

We can see directly from (11.8) that roots will only be possible when the interface
coefficient has unit modulus and waves propagate in the upper layer i.e. the Love
wave slowness is restricted to

β−1
1 < p < β−1

0 . (11.10)

Also, since the reflection coefficient is independent of frequency, for fixed slowness
the roots of the dispersion equation in frequency are

ωn = [nπ− 1
2χ01(p)]/qβ0h0, (11.11)

whereχ01(p) is the phase of the interface reflection coefficient. It is therefore easy
to generate multimode dispersion curves and the first twelve branches are illustrated
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11.2 SH wave dispersion: Love waves

Figure 11.1. Love wave dispersion curves for the first twelve mode branches as a function
of frequency and slowness.

in figure 11.1.χ01(p) decreases steadily with increasingp (figure 5.2) approaching
−π whenp → β−1

0 and is zero whenp = β−1
1 . The successive modes have

therefore a lower cutoff in frequency at

ωn0 = nπ/(β−2
1 − β−2

0 )1/2h0 (11.12)

and at high frequencies have slownesses which asymptote toβ−1
0 (figure 11.1). For

frequencies less than the cutoff for any mode, roots cannot be found on our chosen
Riemann sheet Imωqβ1 ≥ 0, but move off to complexp values on the lower sheet
(Gilbert, 1964).

11.2.2 Love waves in a stratified medium

We may extend the approach we have used for the single layer to deal with a
stratified half space. The reflection coefficient atz = 0 will have unit modulus
for slownesses in the range

β−1
L < p < β−1

0 , (11.13)
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Modal Summation

for which we have evanescent waves in the underlying half space and travelling
waves at the surface. In this interval we can recast the dispersion equation (11.7) as

χ0(ω,p) = 2nπ, (11.14)

whereχ0 is the phase of the unimodular reflection coefficientR0LD |HH at the level
z = 0. We may therefore build up the reflection coefficient from the base of the
stratification or varying frequencies at fixed slowness; and then interpolate to find
the frequencies at which (11.14) is satisfied.

At high frequencies we can get approximate results by making use of asymptotic
representations of the reflection behaviour. As discussed in Section 10.1, for a
smooth monotonically increasing wavespeed distribution and slownessp such that
the turning pointZβ(p), for whichp = β−1(Zβ), is not close to 0 orzL, we have

R0LD |HH ∼ exp{iωτβ(p) − iπ/2}, (11.15)

where the intercept time

τβ(p) = 2

∫Zβ(p)

0
dz qβ(z), (11.16)

is the integrated vertical slowness down to the turning level. The Love wave
dispersion relation corresponding to (11.15) is thus

ωnτβ(p) ∼ (2n+ 1
2)π. (11.17)

This result is in the same form as (11.11) when we take account of the phase change
of π/2 on internal reflection and turning level at the interfaceh0 in the single layer
case.

Although in general we need to take account of the full behaviour in each region
at high frequencies an approximate iterative procedure for piecewise continuous
media may be developed based only on the phase behaviour. Gradient effects at
interfaces are ignored. Starting at the turning point the phase delay to the next
higher interface (zJ say) is formed

χT (ω,p) = 2ω

∫Zβ(p)

zJ

dz qβ(z) − 1
2π, (11.18)

and then the effect of the interface is included to form an approximate reflection
coefficient phaseχJ just abovezJ; from

tan(12χJ) = |QJ| tan(12χT ) (11.19)

cf. (11.9).QJ is the ratio ofSHwave impedances atzJ, e.g.,Q1 = µ1qβ1/µ0qβ0.
The phase delay betweenzJ−1 andzJ must be included before constructingχJ−1,
as

tan(12χJ−1) = |QJ−1| tan(ω
∫ zJ
zJ−1

dz qβ(z) + 1
2χJ). (11.20)
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11.2 SH wave dispersion: Love waves

This process is then carried out right up to the surface to formχ0(ω,p) then the
dispersion equation (11.14) may be rewritten as

ωnτβ(p) ∼ (2n+ 1
2)π+ χ′0(ωn, p), (11.21)

whereχ′0 arises from the cumulative effect of interfaces. Starting with a trial
estimate ofωn, the right hand side of (11.21) is calculated and a revised estimate
for ωn obtained by equatingωnτβ to this quantity. Iteration is continued until
convergence of the frequency estimates occurs and is usually quite fast.

This approach which has been used by Kennett & Nolet (1979) in studies of
the high frequency normal modes of the Earth is a generalisation of a procedure
suggested by Tolstoy (1955) for uniform layers. For a multilayered medium1

2π

would be replaced by the phase of the reflection coefficient at the deepest interface
at which anS wave is propagating. Numerical comparisons between the iterative
results and direct calculations for the dispersion show that for the lower mantle
good agreement is obtained for frequencies higher than 0.03 Hz. For stronger
gradient zones higher frequencies are needed before (11.21) gives an adequate
approximation.

For this dispersive wave system, pulse distortion will occur as an individual mode
propagates across the stratified half space (see Section 11.5), and a wave packet will
travel with the group slowness

g =
∂

∂ω
(ωp) = p+ω

∂p

∂ω
. (11.22)

For a secular functionY(p,ω) = 0 we may calculateg by implicit differentiation

g = {p∂pY −ω∂ωY}/∂pY. (11.23)

It is interesting to see the form taken by the group slowness for the high
frequency approximation (11.17) for a smooth monotonic increase in wavespeed.
We recall the ray theory results that the rangeXβ(p) for slownessp is −∂τβ/∂p

and the travel timeTβ(p) = τβ(p) + pXβ(p). For (11.17),

ω∂ωY ∼ iωτβeiωτβ(p)−iπ/2, (11.24)

∂pY ∼ iω(∂τβ/∂p)e
iωτβ(p)−iπ/2, (11.25)

and so the group slownessg is asymptotically

g ∼ {iωτβ(p) + iωpXβ(p)}/iωXβ(p) = Tβ(p)/Xβ(p), (11.26)

which is just the apparent slowness for anS body wave. We will explore this
relation between modes and body waves further in Section 11.7.
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Modal Summation

11.3 P-SV wave dispersion: Rayleigh waves

For theP-SVwave system the analysis of dispersion is more complicated since we
have to take account of the coupling between the wave types. From (11.1) the roots
of the secular function are given by

det(nD0 + nU0R
0L
D ) = 0 (11.27)

In terms of the components RPPD , RPSD etc. ofR0LD (ω,p) we have

[υεα0(1+ RPPD ) − 2ipqβ0εβ0R
SP
D ][υεβ0(1+ RSSD ) − 2ipqα0εα0R

PS
D ]

−[2ipqα0εα0(1− RPPD ) + υεβ0R
SP
D ][2ipqβ0εβ0(1− RSSD ) + υεα0R

PS
D ] = 0.

(11.28)

where, as in (5.82), we have set

υ = (2p2 − β−2
0 ) (11.29)

When we have a uniform half space beneath the surface,R0LD vanishes and the
dispersion relation (11.28) reduces to the Rayleigh function (11.2). For a stratified
medium R0LD will no longer be zero and (11.28) shows the way in which the
departures from uniformity affect the dispersion behaviour.

In general we will have to find the roots of (11.28) numerically by searching for
the combinations of frequencyω and slownessp for which the left hand side of
(11.28) is less than some preassigned threshold.

The nature of the dispersion behaviour varies with slowness as the character
of the seismic wavefield changes. We will suppose that the minimumP and S
wavespeeds occur at the surface and then the different regimes are controlled by
the slownessesα−1

0 , β−1
0 . For a perfectly elastic medium we can illuminate the

physical nature of the dispersion relations by making use of the unitarity properties
derived in the appendix to Chapter 5.

11.3.1 P and S waves evanescent

When the slownessp is greater thanβ−1
0 both P and S waves are evanescent

throughout the stratification. For perfectly elastic media all the reflection
coefficients are real and less than unity. At moderate frequencies theP andSwave
components will decay with depth but the rate of decay is much more forP waves;
with the result that only RSSD has significant size and RPPD , RPSD are negligible in
comparison.

To this approximation (11.28) reduces to

(2p2 − β−2
0 )2(1+ RSSD ) − 4p2|qα0||qβ0|(1− RSSD ) = 0, (11.30)

where RSSD is small. There is only one root for this dispersion relation and as
the frequency increases RSSD tends to zero and so (11.30) tends to the Rayleigh
function (11.2) for a uniform half space with the surface propertiesα0, β0. At high
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11.3 P-SV wave dispersion: Rayleigh waves

frequencies the slowness will be close topR0 and so we can recognise (11.25) as
the dispersion relation forfundamentalmode Rayleigh waves.

At low frequencies RPPD , RPSD will no longer be negligible and RSSD will be close to
unity and so the fundamental Rayleigh wave slowness will depart significantly from
pR0 (figure 11.3). The modal eigenfunction at low frequency penetrates deeply into
the half space and so the dispersive waves are influenced by the greater wavespeeds
at depth and therefore the Rayleigh waveslowness decreases with frequency.

11.3.2 S propagating, P evanescent

For slownesses such thatα−1
0 < p < β−1

0 , P waves are still evanescent throughout
the half space butS waves have travelling wave character at the surface and a
turning point abovezL. Once again at high frequencies the reflection coefficients
RPPD and RPSD will be very small compared with RSSD .

Since we are now some way from the surface Rayleigh slownesspR0, we use the
secular function (11.5) in terms of the reflection matrices which may be written as

1− RSSF (RPPD + RSSD ) − 2RPSF RPSD + (RPPD RSSD − (RPSD )2) = 0. (11.31)

We have used the symmetry of the reflection matrices (5.75), (5.82) and RPP
F =

RSSF , detRF = 1 in constructing this form. At high frequencies we can neglect the
RPSD , RPPD terms and (11.31) reduces to

RSSD = (RSSF )−1, (11.32)

which is very similar to the Love wave equation (11.7).
However, at low frequencies theP wave still influences the character of the

dispersion and we may investigate this behaviour for a perfectly elastic half space.
At z = 0 we have propagatingS waves and evanescentP, with both wave types
evanescent atzL; from appendix 5(d) the unitarity relations require

|RSSD | = 1, detR0LD = RSSD (RPPD )∗,

|RPSD |2 = 2 Im (RPPD ), arg RPSD = 1
4π+ 1

2 arg RSSD .
(11.33)

For the surface reflections

|RSSF | = 1, arg RPSD = 1
4π+ 1

2 arg RSSF (11.34)

With these expressions for the reflection coefficients, we may rewrite (11.31) as

RSSD = (1− 2RPSF RPSD + RSSF RPPD )/[RSSF + (RPPD )∗]. (11.35)

As the frequency increases RPPD and RPSD diminish rapidly. This can be seen from
figure 11.2 which displays the modulus of the coefficient RPP

D (p,ω) for the mantle
modelT7. The onset ofP wave evanescence at a slowness 0.76 s/km is marked by a
very rapid decrease in the size of thePP coefficient. Only at the lowest frequencies
displayed (∼0.02 Hz) is there any significant reflection in the evanescent region and
from (11.33) RPSD will also be small.
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Modal Summation

Figure 11.2. The amplitude of thePP reflection coefficient for the upper mantle modelT7
as a function of frequency and slowness.

Since both RSSD and RSSF are unimodular, we set

RSSD = exp iψ, RSSF = exp iψ0, (11.36)

and also extract the phase dependence of RPP
D as

RPPD = |RPPD | exp iφ. (11.37)

The phase of the RPSD , RPSF coefficients are determined by the unitarity properties
and the dispersion relation (11.31), for a perfectly elastic medium, is equivalent to

sin 12(ψ+ψ0) + |RPPD | sin 12(φ+ψ0 −ψ) = |RPSD ||RPSF |, (11.38)

where from (11.33)

|RPSD |2 = 2|RPPD | sinφ. (11.39)

As the frequency increases,|RPPD | tends to zero and so we are left with a relation
between the phase of RSSD and that of the free surface,

ψ(ω,p) ∼ 2nπ+ψ0(p). (11.40)

Comparison with (11.14) shows that there is just a slowness dependent phase
shift of ψ0(p) from the Love wave result. The dispersion curves for Love and
Rayleigh waves are very similar at high frequencies (cf. figures 11.3, 11.4) and
the character of the higher Rayleigh modes, in this slowness range dominated by
S wave behaviour, is akin toSV Love modes. The higher modes have a high
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11.3 P-SV wave dispersion: Rayleigh waves

frequency asymptote ofβ−1
0 for phase slowness and only the fundamental Rayleigh

mode continues on into the evanescentSwave region.
For a smoothly increasing wavespeed profile the asymptotic form of theSV

reflection has the same form as forSHwaves

RSSD ∼ exp{i(ωτβ(p) − π/2)}, (11.41)

so that to this approximation the frequency of thenth higher Rayleigh mode is to
be found from

ωnτβ(p) ∼ (2n+ 1
2)π+ 1

2 arg RSSF (p). (11.42)

For a piecewise smooth medium an iterative technique similar to that discussed
for Love waves may be employed and a further frequency dependent phase
contributionΨ(ω,p) will be added to the right hand side of (11.42). We can see
how this term arises by examining the temporal-slowness display RSS

D (p, t) for the
SSreflection from the mantle modelT7 in figure 10.7. The approximation (11.41)
follows the main refracted arrival in the upper mantle and ignores any reflection
from the Moho or the upper mantle discontinuities which are prominent features of
the behaviour. When we consider the phase response the most significant effect will
arise from the relatively large Moho reflection as in theSH wave study of Kennett
& Nolet (1979).

11.3.3 Propagating P and S waves

For slowness in the rangeβ−1
L < p < α−1

0 , bothPandSwaves have travelling wave
character at the surface and turning points within the stratification above the level
zL. This means thatP waves play a significant role in determining the dispersion
andP andSeffects are coupled through the relation

1− RSSF (RPPD + RSSD ) − 2RPSF RPSD + (RPPD RSSD − (RPSD )2) = 0. (11.43)

When we have a perfectly elastic medium we may once again make use of the
unitarity relations in Appendix 5(c). The reflection matrix is now unitary and

|RPPD |2 + |RSPD |2 = |RSSD |2 + |RPSD |2 = 1,

arg detR0LD = φ+ψ, arg RPSD = 1
2π+ 1

2(φ+ψ),
(11.44)

where

φ = arg RPPD , ψ = arg RSSD . (11.45)

The symmetry ofR0LD (5.60) requires RPSD = RSPD and so

|RPPD (p,ω)| = |RSSD (p,ω)|. (11.46)

This is a very interesting result since the turning points ofP andS waves lie at
very different levels. For example a slowness of 0.16 s/km corresponds to a crustal
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turning point forP waves and a turning level at about 600 km in the upper mantle
for S waves. Although the amplitudes are the same for thePP andSS elements, the
phase behaviour will be very different, and it will be very much greater thanφ.

In this slowness interval the free-surface reflection coefficient RSS
F is real and

negative and RPSF has phase3π/2. In terms of the phasesφ, ψ of the reflection
coefficients we can recast the dispersion equation into the form

cos12(φ+ψ) + |RSSF ||RSSD | cos12(φ−ψ) = |RPSF ||RPSD |, (11.47)

which displays explicitly the coupling ofP andS waves at the surface and in the
half space. Equation (11.47) reduces in the case of a single uniform layer over a
half space to the equation derived by Tolstoy & Usdin (1953) using a constructive
interference argument.

For slownessp a little less thanα−1
0 , RSSF can be quite small and then (11.47)

takes on the character of a dispersion equation forPS propagation. OneP leg and
oneS leg coupled by a free-surface reflection is represented by RPP

D RPSF RSSD RPSF
with phase−(φ + ψ). RPSD will in general be small and so the dominant term in
(11.47) will be cos12(φ + ψ) and the other terms may be regarded as a frequency
dependent perturbation. For these slowness values,φ will be very much smaller
thanψ and so thePS behaviour is mostly controlled by RSSD and we get a smooth
continuation of the dispersion curves from the previous region (p > α−1

0 ).
However, the presence of the propagatingP waves superimposes a modulation

of the spacing of the dispersion waves. Sinceφ is small compared toψ we have in
(11.47) a sinusoidal term with superimposed a sinusoid of slightly shorter period
and smaller amplitude. The average spacing of the dispersion curves in frequency
will depend onφ + ψ but periodically the curves for different overtone branches
will pinch together as we have two closely spaced roots of (11.47). This periodicity
is controlled byφ(arg RPPD ) and so we appear to get ‘ghost’ dispersion branches
controlled by the near-surfaceP wave distribution, visible only because of a change
in the spacing of theSwave dominated true dispersion curves. Such effects are seen
at small slownesses in figure 11.3.

For a smoothly varying medium we have asymptotic representations of the
reflection coefficients at high frequency

RPPD ∼ eiωτα(p)−iπ/2, RSSD ∼ eiωτβ(p)−iπ/2, (11.48)

where

τα(p) =

∫Zα(p)

0
dz qα(z), τβ(p) =

∫Zβ(p)

0
dz qβ(z), (11.49)

andZα,Zβ are the turning points forP andSwaves. To this approximation RPSD ∼ 0

and coupling betweenP andSonly occurs at the free surface. On using (11.48) the
dispersion relation (11.47) becomes

sin 12ω[τα(p) + τβ(p)] − RSSF cos12ω[τα(p) − τβ(p)] = 0, (11.50)
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11.4 Dispersion curves

which was derived by a rather different approach by Kennett & Woodhouse (1978).
When there is noP andScoupling in the half space, Kennett & Woodhouse show
that the dispersion relation may be separated intoP andSparts coupled through the
surface eccentricity of the mode. In terms of

Tα(p,ω) = i(1− RPPD )/(1+ RPPD ),

Tβ(p,ω) = i(1− RSSD )/(1+ RSSD ),
(11.51)

the dispersion relation may be expressed as

Tα(p,ω)Tβ(p,ω) = (2p2 − β−2
0 )2/4p2qα0qβ0, (11.52)

when RPSD = 0. If we introduce the displacement elements for a mode, verticalU

and horizontalV , then (11.52) separates to

Tα(p,ω) = −(2p2 − β−2
0 )U(p,ω)/2pqαV(p,ω),

Tβ(p,ω) = −(2p2 − β−2
0 )V(p,ω)/2pqβU(p,ω).

(11.53)

AsymptoticallyTα, Tβ reduce to a rather simple form

Tα ∼ tan(ωτα(p) − π/4),

Tβ ∼ tan(ωτβ(p) − π/4),
(11.54)

and then (11.53) provides a means of extracting bothP andSwave information if
the ratioU/V can be estimated.

For models with discontinuities in properties, RPSD will depart from zero, but at
moderate frequencies (0.02 Hz) the wavelengths are sufficiently long that the details
of crustal structure are unimportant and then (11.53) may be used as a reasonable
approximation (Kennett & Woodhouse, 1978). At higher frequencies the simplicity
of the preceding results will be lost, and in general the dispersion will have to be
determined numerically.

11.4 Dispersion curves

In the previous sections we have attempted to illuminate the physical character of
the modal dispersion. We now turn our attention to the behaviour of the different
branches of the dispersion curves which is one of the major factors influencing
seismograms created by modal summation.

11.4.1 Dispersion behaviour of an upper mantle model

The behaviour of the Rayleigh and Love mode dispersion may be well illustrated
by the dispersion curves for the flattened upper mantle modelT7 shown in figures
11.3 and 11.4 for frequencies from 0.01 to 1.0 Hz. The model itself is presented on
the same slowness scale in figure 11.5.

The boundaries between the various dispersion domains have been superimposed
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on figure 11.3 and the slowness values corresponding to significant discontinuities
are indicated on both figures 11.3 and 11.4. For the largest slownesses we have,
as expected, only the fundamental Rayleigh mode; and for frequencies greater than
0.5 Hz the slowness is barely distinguishable frompR0. The limiting slowness for
all higher modes isβ−1

0 and the first Rayleigh mode and fundamental Love mode
are seen to be approaching this asymptote. For slownesses greater than 0.222 s/km
S waves are reflected in the crust or at the Moho and theτβ(p) values are small.
The frequency spacing of these crustal modes is therefore large (cf. 11.36, 11.12).
For smaller slownessesτβ increases rapidly and the frequency spacing is much
tighter.

The presence of a velocity inversion at about 70 km depth in modelT7 leads to
complications in the dispersion curves. For the band of slownesses marked ‘LVZ’
in figures 11.3, 11.4S waves have travelling character both in the crust and in
the velocity inversion. This gives rise to two classes of dispersion behaviour: (i)
significant slowness dispersion with frequency associated with crustal propagation
and (ii) almost constant slowness with frequency for waves channelled in the
velocity inversion. Any individual Rayleigh or Love mode alternately partakes
of these two characters. At osculation points the dispersion curves for two modes
almost touch and the ensemble of modes build up a pattern of intersecting crustal
and channel dispersion branches. At low frequencies the influence of theP waves
on the Rayleigh mode dispersion gives a less close approach between the first few
mode branches.

At lower slownesses whereS waves penetrate more deeply, and have turning
points near the upper mantle discontinuities, crustal reverberation still leads to a
set of distinct kinks in the dispersion curves which line up to give ‘ghosts’ of the
crustal modes. These regular perturbations in the pattern of eigenfrequencies are
often referred to assolotoneeffects (see, e.g., Kennett & Nolet, 1979). At high
frequencies the presence of the 400 km discontinuity further disturbs the regularity
of the spacing in the dispersion curves.

OnceP waves become propagating, the dispersion for Rayleigh modes becomes
even more complex and at high frequencies ‘ghosts’ ofP wave reverberation effects
asymptoting toα−1

0 appear, superimposed on the rest of the pattern.

The calculations in figures 11.3 and 11.4 were made using a flattened earth
model. The most significant departures from the results for a spherically stratified
model will be for the fundamental mode at the lowest frequencies, where the
density distribution has a definite influence on the dispersion. As we have seen
in Sections 11.2 and 11.3 the high frequency behaviour is controlled by the
delay timesτ in the model and these are preserved under the earth-flattening
transformation (1.27).
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11.4 Dispersion curves

Figure 11.3. Rayleigh wave dispersion curves for the upper mantle modelT7. Locations
of discontinuities in the model are indicated.

11.4.2 Surface waves and channel waves

In both figures 11.3 and 11.4 we have seen how the presence of a velocity inversion
leads to complex dispersion curves with interaction of waves propagating mainly in
the crust or mainly in the low velocity channel. This behaviour is best understood
by reference to the modal structure for a crust or velocity inversion alone.

If we split the stratification at a levelzS we see from (7.41), (7.46) that the
singularities are determined by

∆ = det[I − R0SD RF] det[I − RSLD RfSU ] = 0, (11.55)

and as noted in Section 11.1 the second term is normally most important. When,
however, the wavespeed profile forP andSwaves is monotonically increasing with
depth we can choosezS to lie deep in the evanescent region. In this case|RSLD | will
be very small and so (11.55) is approximately

det[I − R0SD RF] ≈ 0, (11.56)
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Figure 11.4. Love wave dispersion curves for the upper mantle modelT7.

Figure 11.5. Wave slownesses for modelT7 as a function of depth.
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11.4 Dispersion curves

Figure 11.6. Decomposition of the surface wave secular function in the presence of a veloc-
ity inversion. For a slowness corresponding to the short dashed lineSwaves are evanescent
in the shaded regions, and so the crustal waveguide and the deeper velocity inversion are
partially decoupled.

which is the secular function for the truncated structure down tozS terminated by
a uniform half space inz > zS with continuity of properties atzS. This result
enables one to neglect the reflectivity of the deeply evanescent region and so as
frequency increases allows a progressive simplification of the wavespeed model
used for the calculation of dispersion curves. Such ‘structure reduction’ has been
used by Schwab & Knopoff (1972), Kerry (1981).

The dispersion relation for the crust alone is given by, e.g., det[I − RFR
0C
D ] = 0

wherezC is a level just below the crust-mantle interface. For a wavespeed structure
which is bounded by uniform half spaces inz < zA andz > zB with a wavespeed
inversion inzA < z < zB we have the possibility of localizedchannelwaves for
slownesses such that bothP andSwaves are evanescent inz < zA, z < zB. From
the discussion in Section 7.2.1 we can recognise the secular function for this case
as

det(I − RKAU RKBD ) = 0, (11.57)

for some levelzK in (zA, zB). When this condition is satisfied the reflection and
transmission coefficients across the region (zA, zB) are singular.

For a stratified half space with low wavespeed crust and a velocity inversion at
greater depth we have a rather complex behaviour. For slownesses such that the
turning level forSwaves lies well below the low velocity channel, a choice ofzS
in the evanescent regime near the base of the stratification will give (7.79) once
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again. When, however, the slownessp is such that there are propagatingSwaves
within the inversion but evanescent waves in regions above and below (figure 11.6)
we have to be more careful.

We take a levelzC lying in the evanescentSwave region above the low velocity
zone and then the two reflection contributions to (11.55) from abovezS can be
expressed as

R0SD = R0CD + TCSU RCSD [I − R0CU RCSD ]−1TCSD ,

RfSU = RCSU + TCSD RfCU [I − RCSD RfCU ]−1TCSU .
(11.58)

In each of these expressions we have both upward and downward transmission
through the evanescent region contained in the matricesTCSD , TCSU . At moderate
frequencies these transmission terms will be quite small and diminish rapidly as
the frequency increases. We thus have high frequency approximations

R0SD ≈ R0CD , RfSU ≈ RCSU , (11.59)

and so in this limit (11.55) becomes

∆ ≈ det(I − R0CD RF) det(I − RCSU RSLD ), (11.60)

which is the product of the secular determinant forsurfacewaves on the crustal
structure abovezC,

det(I − R0CD RF) (11.61)

and the secular determinant forchannelwaves on the structure belowzC

det(I − RCSU RSLD ). (11.62)

At intermediate frequencies there will be coupling between the channel and the near
surface through the transmission matricesTCSD , TCSU . A given surface wave mode
will in certain frequency ranges be mainly confined to the near-surface region and
then det(I − R0CD RF) ≈ 0; in other intervals a mode will be mostly a channel wave
when det(I − RCSU RSLD ) ≈ 0 (Frantsuzova, Levshin & Shkadinskaya, 1972; Panza,
Schwab & Knopoff, 1972).

Propagation in the channel is most efficient for slownesses close toβ−1
m where

βm is the minimum wavespeed in the inversion. As a result there is only very slight
variation in the slowness of a channel wave with frequency.

A very good example of this effect is shown in figure 11.7 which shows
the horizontal and vertical displacement elements (V,U) of the displacement
eigenfunction for the sixth higher Rayleigh mode in the frequency range 0.35 to
0.50 Hz. At the lower frequency, propagation which is principally in the crust still
shows some amplitude in the low velocity channel, but at the highest frequency
virtually all the energy is confined to the crust.

A detailed study of the switch between crustal and channel behaviour has been
made by Kerry (1981) who shows that in the neighbourhood of an osculation point
between two dispersion branches the dispersion curves have hyperbolic form. The
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Figure 11.7. Rayleigh wave eigenfunctions for the sixth higher mode at equal frequency
intervals from 0.35 to 0.50 Hz.

change from one class of propagation to the other takes place over a frequency
interval which is of the same order of magnitude as the decay in two-way passage
across the evanescent region above the inversion and so is very sharp athigh fre-
quencies.

11.4.3 Computation of surface wave dispersion

The reflection matrix representations of the modal secular equation which we
have discussed in this chapter can be used as the basis of an efficient scheme for
calculating modal dispersion (Kerry, 1981).

Although most calculations have previously been made with fixed frequency
and variable slowness for a limited number of modes (see, e.g., Schwab &
Knopoff, 1972), there are considerable advantages in fixing slownessp and varying
frequencyω when seeking for roots of the secular equation. The zeroes of the
secular function are approximately evenly spaced in frequencyωwhilst the spacing
in slownessp is rather irregular. Also for a piecewise smooth model or a model
composed of uniform layers we can make use of the frequency independence of
the interfacial reflection and transmission coefficients to reduce the computational
effort of calculating the reflection matrices required for the secular function. This
approach is well suited to finding the dispersion curves for a large number of higher
modes.

The downward reflection matrixR0LD and detT0LD are calculated by recursion
from the base of the stratification. We then evaluate the secular function and
use quadratic interpolation to iteratively refine an estimate of the frequency of the
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root. A suitable termination procedure for the iteration (Kerry, 1981) is when two
estimates of the secular function with opposite sign are less than some threshold
and the smallest eigenvector of (nD0 + nU0R

0L
D ) evaluated at the estimated root is

also less than a preassigned threshold.
This procedure works very well most of the time but, when we are close to a

root of the channel wave function,(I − RCSU RSLD ) becomes nearly singular and it
is very difficult to get accurate numerical evaluation ofR0LD with finite accuracy
arithmetic. To test for this possibility a levelzS in the low velocity zone is chosen
and in a single pass through the structureR0LD , RSLD , detT0LD , detTSLD , detT0SD are
calculated. We construct the quantity

η = det(I − R0SU RSLD ) = detT0SD detTSLD /detT0LD (11.63)

If η is large then we may use the secular function (7.1). If, however,η is small
we may have a channel mode and then we calculate downwards from the surface
to find RfSU and then terminate the iteration by requiring the smallest eigenvalue of
(I − RfSURSLD ) to be less than our threshold.

Once all the roots in a given frequency band are found the slowness is
incremented by a small amount, and the calculation repeated.

The dispersion curves presented in figures 11.3 and 11.4 were calculated by the
method described above for the upper mantle modelT7 (Burdick & Helmberger
1978). For this calculation the structure down to 950 km was represented in
terms of 92 uniform layers. The reflection matrix approach is not restricted to
representations in terms of uniform layers and can be extended to piecewise smooth
models by using the treatment discussed in Chapter 6.

Most calculations forsurface wavedispersion have been made for the
fundamental mode and to a lesser extent for the first five higher modes. For these
widely spaced modes it is probably more efficient to fix the frequency and then
determine the slowness mode by mode, since as can be seen from figures 11.3
and 11.4 at low frequencies a small change in frequency gives a large change in
slowness. The present scheme becomes most effective when many modes are to
be found, particularly when one seeks all modes in a given frequency and slowness
window. Working at fixed slowness the costs of calculating many frequency values
are much reduced.

11.4.4 Variational results

The dispersion results we have presented so far depend on the differential properties
of the stress-displacement field, however we may supplement these with some
important integral results from a variational principle, for each modal solution.

We consider two displacement fieldsw1, w2 which satisfy the boundary
condition atzL for p > β−1

L and so have exponential decay asz → ∞. For SH
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waves we consider the vertical variation of the productW1ωT2 of displacement
and traction:

∂z(W1ωT2) = ω2{(ρβ2)−1T1T2 + ρ(β2p2 − 1)W1W2}, (11.64)

and then integrate over the entire depth interval to give∫∞
0

dz ∂z(W1ωT2) = ωW1T2|z=0, (11.65)

= ω2
∫∞
0

dz {(ρβ2)−1T1T2 + ρ(β2p2 − 1)W1W2}.

A displacement eigenfunctionWe has vanishing traction atz = 0 and also
decays inz > zL, and so if we chooseWe for both fields in (11.66) we have

ω2
∫∞
0

dz ρW2
e = ω2

∫∞
0

dz {(ρβ2)−1T2e + ρβ2p2W2
e },

=

∫∞
0

dz ρβ2{(∂zWe)
2 +ω2p2W2

e }. (11.66)

This identity is valid for a dissipative medium, and may be viewed as a variational
result for theSH eigenfunction. If we require (11.66) to be a stationary functional
ofWe, we obtain the Euler-Lagrange equation (cf. 2.30)

∂z(ρβ
2∂zWe) − ρω2(β2p2 − 1)We = 0, (11.67)

with the boundary conditions

Te(0) = 0, We(z) → 0 as z → ∞; (11.68)

which are just the equations to be satisfied by a modal eigenfunction. For a perfectly
elastic medium we can chooseW1 = We andW2 = W∗

e and then from (11.66)∫∞
0

dz ρω2|We|
2 = ω2

∫∞
0

dz {(ρβ2)−1|Te|
2 + ρβ2p2|We|

2}, (11.69)

and this result shows the equality of kinetic and potential energy in the mode. This
is just Rayleigh’s principle and (11.66) represents the extension of this result to
attenuative media.

For theP-SVwave case we can follow a similar development to the above by
considering∂z(w1ωttt2) and then for a displacement eigenvectorwe we have the
variational result

ω2
∫∞
0

dz ρ[U2e+V
2
e ] = ω2

∫∞
0

dz {ρνp2V2e+(ρα2)−1P2e+(ρβ2)−1S2e},(11.70)

where, as in (2.24),

ν = 4β2(1− β2/α2). (11.71)

The Euler-Lagrange equation here recovers (2.31) for the evolution ofUe, Ve.
Kennett (1974) has shown that the first order equations (2.25), (2.24) which are
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equivalent to (2.30), (2.31) are the sets of Hamilton’s equations associated with
the Lagrangians (11.66), (11.70) in which displacement and stress quantities are
conjugate variables.

The stationary property of the integrals (11.66), (11.70) for small perturbations
in the eigenfunctionwe means that small changes may be made inω and p
or in the elastic parameters and the results obtained from (11.66), (11.70) will
be correct to second order using the original eigenfunctions (Jeffreys, 1961). In
particular we can avoid numerical differentiation in calculating the group slowness
g(= p+ω∂ωp), which describes the evolution of the dispersion curves. From the
variational results we can represent the group slowness as a ratio of two integrals
over the eigenfunctions

g = I/pJ, (11.72)

where, forSHwaves

I =

∫∞
0

dz ρW2
e , J =

∫∞
0

dz ρβ2W2
e ; (11.73)

and forP-SVwaves

I =

∫∞
0

dz ρ[U2e + V2e ] =

∫∞
0

dz ρwT
ewe,

J =

∫∞
0

dz {ρνV2e + (ωp)−1[UeSe − (1− 2β2/α2)VePe]}.

(11.74)

If we are working at fixed slowness and are already close to a root of the
secular equationωk we may use (11.66), (11.70) with the eigenfunction estimate
corresponding to our current value ofω to generate a closer approximation to the
root. A similar procedure holds at fixed frequency to improve estimates of the
phase slownessp.

As we have mentioned we may also obtain good estimates of the perturbation
in the dispersion introduced by small changes in the elastic parameters although
particular care must be taken if discontinuities in the parameters are moved
(Woodhouse, 1976). At fixed frequency we may represent the change in phase
slownessp as, e.g., for Rayleigh waves

δp =

∫∞
0

dz

([
∂p

∂α

]
δα+

[
∂p

∂β

]
δβ+

[
∂p

∂ρ

]
δρ

)
. (11.75)

The quantities[∂p/∂α] etc. provide a measure of the sensitivity of the mode
to the elastic parameters. These ‘partial derivatives’ are used in the linearised
inversion of dispersion data to obtain a structural model by iterative updating of
a trial model until the observed and computed dispersion agree to within the error
of measurement.

If we consider small perturbations to the elastic wavespeeds introduced by
including small loss factorsQ−1

α , Q−1
β in a perfectly elastic model we are able

to estimate the change in phase slowness at fixed frequency as in (11.60). The
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perturbationδp will have both real and imaginary parts. The imaginary part will
specify the overall loss factor for the mode and the real part will contain the net
effect of the wavespeed dispersion forP andS waves associated with attenuation
(cf. 1.13).

11.5 Theoretical seismograms by modal summation

In Chapter 7 we have shown how the poles in the half space response contribute to
the displacement field in slightly different ways depending on whether we perform
the frequency or slowness integrals first when performing the inversion of the
transforms. With an inner slowness integral the modal contribution to the surface
displacement at a ranger for P-SVwaves may be represented as

uP(r, φ, 0, t) = 1
2

∫∞
−∞ dωe−iωtiω2

∑
m

×

N(ω)∑
j=0

pj Res
ω,p=pj

[wT
0 (p,m,ω)]TTT(1)

m (ωpjr)

 , (11.76)

where we have used the spectral response in (7.63), andN(ω) is the number of
modes of frequencyω. The azimuthal dependence ofw0 arises from the source
which we have specified via a discontinuity in displacement and traction across the
source planez = zS

S(p,m,ω, zS) = [SmW ,S
m
T ]T (11.77)

From (7.32) we can represent the half space response in the transform domain as

w0(p,m,ω) = −iW1S(0)[I −RSLD RfSU ]−1{T T2S(zS)S
m
W−WT

2S(zS)S
m
T },(11.78)

where the displacement matrixW1S is chosen to give vanishing traction at
the free-surface andWWW2S satisfies the radiation condition of only downward
propagating or decaying evanescent waves inz > zL. The half space reverberation
operator arises from linking the solutions above and below the source via the source
jumpS, and is related to the invariant generated from the matricesW1S, W2S by

<W1S,W2S> = i[I − RSLD RfSU ] (11.79)

We calculate the residue ofwT
0 at the polep = pj, at fixed frequencyω, in terms

of the displacement eigenfunctionwe following the treatment discussed in the
Appendix to this chapter. The residue is

Res
ω,p=pj

[wT
0 (p,m,ω)] =

gj

2ωIj
{tttTej(zS)S

m
Wj − wT

ej(zS)S
m
Tj }w

T
ej(0), (11.80)

in terms of the group slownessgj for the mode and the ‘kinetic energy’ integralIj
introduced in the previous section.
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The residue contribution to the surface displacement (11.76) is therefore

uP(r, φ, 0, t) =

∫∞
−∞ dωe−iωtiω

N(ω)∑
j=0

1
4pjgjI

−1
j

∑
m

(11.81)

{tttTej(zS)S
m
Wj − wT

ej(zS)S
m
Tj }w

T
ej(0)TTT

(1)
m (ωpjr),

which is equivalent to the form derived by Takeuchi & Saito (1972) by a rather
different approach. TheSHwave residue contribution has a comparable form

uH(r, φ, 0, t) =

∫∞
−∞ dωe−iωtiω

M(ω)∑
l=0

1
4plglI

−1
l

∑
m

(11.82)

{TTel(zS)S
m
Wl −W

T
el(zS)S

m
Tl}Wel

T (0)T(1)
m (ωplr),

in terms of the scalar eigenfunctionWel. Frequently we wish to evaluate the modal
contribution of large ranges and then it is usually adequate to use the asymptotic
approximations (7.79) forTTT(1)

m (ωpr), T(1)
m (ωpr). To this approximation theSH

wave contribution is purely transverse, and theP-SVwaves appear on the vertical
and radial components.

The expressions (11.82), (11.83) are particularly useful since we are able to relate
the excitation of the various angular orders to force or moment tensor elements
describing the source throughSmWj (4.63) andSmTj (4.64). We also have a clear
separation of the receiver contribution fromwej(0) and the source effects

{tttTej(zS)S
m
Wj − wT

ej(zS)S
m
Tj }. (11.83)

Since the pole positionpj(ω) is independent of the source depth, the excitation of
a particular mode as a function of the depth of the source is controlled by the size
of the term in braces. In figure 11.8 we show the displacement eigenfunctions for
the first five Rayleigh modes at a frequency of 0.06 Hz as a function of depth. As
the mode number increases we see the increasing penetration of the eigenfunctions
into the half space. Since the source excitation depends on these eigenfunction
shapes, as the source depth increases higher order modes will be preferentially
excited. The traction eigenfunctiontttej vanishes at the surface and especially for
low frequencies (< 0.02 Hz) increases only slowly away from the surface, as a
result the contribution oftttej(zS)S

m
Wj is very much reduced for shallow sources.

This means that for near-surface sources the moment tensor componentsMxz,
Myz play only a minor role in the excitation and so are difficult to recover if one
attempts to invert for the source mechanism from distant observations. For a purely
strike-slip fault, the normals to both the fault plane and the auxiliary plane line
in a horizontal plane and so the only non-zero moment tensor elements areMxx,
Mxy,Myy with the result thatSmWj vanishes, and so we have the simpler excitation
termwT

ej(zS)S
m
Tj . Since the eigenfunctions are oscillatory with depth down to the

turning level of anS wave with slownesspj the actual mode excitation will vary
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Figure 11.8. Eigenfunctions as a function of depth for the fundamental and first four higher
mode Rayleigh waves for frequency 0.06 Hz. The vertical component is shown by solid
lines and the horizontal component by dashed lines.

significantly with depth for a constant source mechanism and there can be near
nulls in the excitation at certain depths.

The relative excitation of the modes depends on the surface expression of the
modes through the receiver termwej(0)I

−1
j ; the modes are effectively normalized

by their energy content. Modes which are confined to the crustal region or which
are sufficiently low frequency to penetrate through any wavespeed inversion will
have significant amplitude at the surface. At low frequencies even modes which
are mostly trapped in a wavespeed inversion still have some surface amplitude, but
as the frequency increases the modes are almost entirely confined to the channel
(figure 11.7).

For any given ranger and azimuthal orderm, we are now faced with the
evaluation of the integrals (11.66), (11.70) over frequency. This is best performed
numerically. If a very large number of modes are to be summed an effective
approach is to use a fast Fourier transform with a large number of time points
to encompass the length of the wave train. With a large number of time points the
spacing in frequency is very fine and it is necessary to interpolate the behaviour
of the dispersion curve branches to generate values at the required frequencies.
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This fine sampling in frequency ensures an adequate representation of the rapidly
oscillating Hankel functionsH(1)

m (ωpjr) at large ranges. For each frequency point
the contribution from all the modes are summed and then the transform is inverted.

If the frequency band and the ranges under consideration are such that
ωminβ

−1
L rmin is large (> 6) we can use the asymptotic expressions forTTT(1)

m , T(1)
m

and then the range dependence of the integral is the same for all angular orders. If
all components of the moment tensor have the same time dependence we have a
single frequency integral modulated by an azimuthally varying factor.

The modal contributions to the seismograms are linear in the components of
the source moment tensor. Thus, as for body waves, it is possible to make a
linear inversion for the source mechanism using distant observations, if a good
reference model of the wavespeed distribution with depth can be found for the
paths in question (Mendiguren, 1977).

11.5.1 Mode branch contributions

The character of the contribution to the total seismogram from an individual mode
branch will depend on the nature of the particular dispersion. The contribution to
the vertical component in the asymptotic regime for largeωpr will for example be
of the form

uzj(r, φ, 0, t) =

∫∞
−∞ dω |F(pj(ω),ω)|e−iωt+iωpj(ω)r+iψj(ω), (11.84)

wherepj depends on frequency. The ‘initial phase’ψj(ω) arises from the effect
of depth of source etc. in the model and also from the instrument response on
recording.

We may get a qualitative picture of the modal behaviour by examining various
approximations to the integral in (11.84). Away from an extremum in group
slownessgj we may use the stationary phase technique. The saddle point in
frequencyωs depends on ranger and timet through

∂ω{ψj(ωs) +ωspj(ωs)r−ωst} = 0, (11.85)

and the stationary phase approximation gives

uzj(r, φ, 0, t) =
(2π)1/2|F(pj,ωs)|

|∂ωωψj + r∂ωgj|1/2

×exp{iωs(pjr− t) + iψj(ωs)± iπ/4}, (11.86)

with ± corresponding to

∂ωωψj + r∂ωgj
<
>0. (11.87)

The time of arrival of this mode branch contribution will vary with frequency and
from (11.85)

t = (pj +ωs∂ωpj)r+ ∂ωψj(ωs) (11.88)
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so that propagation is very nearly at the group slowness

gj = pj +ωs∂ωpj (11.89)

for the frequencyωs. Near extrema in the group slowness the above treatment
is inadequate and an improved approximation may be found in terms of Airy
functions, following analysis due to Pekeris (1948):

uzj(r, φ, 0, t) =
|F(pj,ωa)|

Q1/3
Ai

[
Psgn(Q)

|Q|1/3

]
×exp{iωa(pjr− t) + iψj(ωa)}, (11.90)

where the frequencyωa is determined by the condition

∂ωωψj(ωa) + rgj(ωa) − t = 0 (11.91)

and

P = ∂ωψj(ωa) + rgj(ωa) − t

Q = 1
2 {∂ωωωψj(ωa) + r∂ωωgj(ωa)}.

(11.92)

In the case of a maximum in group slowness we have both higher and lower
frequency arrivals appearing before the energy with the maximum slowness (the
‘Airy’ phase). A good example is provided by the fundamental Rayleigh mode and
the Airy phase is often designatedRg, figure 11.9.

The relatively small dispersion in frequencies in the neighbourhood of an
extremum in group slowness means that an Airy phase will often carry significant
amplitude. The actual amplitude seen on a seismogram will depend on the
instrument response as a function of frequency and also on the excitation of
the mode. For the fundamental Rayleigh mode the maximum group slowness
occurs at a frequency of about 0.06 Hz and this is well excited by relatively
shallow earthquakes, e.g., at the base of the crust. Also conventional long-period
seismometers have their peak response near to 0.05 Hz and so theRgphase is often
an important component of the surface wavetrain (figure 11.9).

Airy phases associated with shallow propagation can also be significant and
a good example for the fundamental Rayleigh mode is seen on the short range
seismograms in figure 7.5a for a crustal source at 2.5 km depth.

When we wish to synthesise the long-period contributions to the surface
wavetrain we need only five or six mode branches to give a good representation.
In this case it is most effective to calculate the contribution a mode branch at a
time and so we are faced with the numerical evaluation of integrals such as (11.67).
Aki (1960) suggested using a variable spacing in frequency and his work has been
extended by Calcagnile et al. (1976). Between frequency pointsωl andωl+1 the
amplitude spectrum|F(pj,ω)| is represented as a quadratic inω

|F(pj,ω)| ≈ f0 + f1(ω− ω̄l) + f2(ω− ω̄l)
2, (11.93)
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Figure 11.9. Observed and theoretical seismograms for Airy phases: a)Rgand long-period
Rayleigh wavesLR at 3000 km; b) modal sum to 0.25 Hz at 3000 km, higher modes ride
on the long-period fundamental Rayleigh mode.

whereω̄l = 1
2(ωl +ωl+1); and the phase as a linear function ofω

ωpj(ω)r+ψj(ω) ≈ ωltpl + (ω− ω̄l)tgl, (11.94)

where the mean phase delay

tpl = ω̄lpj(ω̄l)r+ψj(ω̄l), (11.95)

and the mean group delay

tgl = gj(ω̄l) + ∂ωψj(ω̄l). (11.96)
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With the substitutions (11.90), (11.93) the integral (11.84) can be evaluated
analytically over the panel(ωl,ωl+1) to give∫ωl+1

ωl

dω |F(pj,ω)| exp{−iωt+ iωpj(ω)r+ iψj(ω)}

=

[(
|F(pj,ω)|

i(t− tgl)
−
∂ω|F(pj,ω)|

(t− tgL)2
−

2f2

i(t− tgL)3

)
(11.97)

×exp{−iω(t− tpl) + i(ω− ω̄l)tgl}

]ωl+1

ωl

and the entire integral (11.84) may be obtained by summing the result from
successive panels (a generalized Filon rule). The frequency pointsωl should
be chosen to minimise the error which will be principally due to the phase
representation (11.93). Calcagnile et al. (1976) suggest that the frequency points
be chosen so that

r(gl+1 − gl) <
1
2πω̄

−1
l (11.98)

for reasonable accuracy (∼ 0.5 per cent). As the period increases the accuracy of
the asymptotic representation of the Hankel functions is reduced. A comparable
development can be made with a quadratic approximation for the amplitude and
a linear approximation for the initial phase and the explicit form for the Hankel
function, but the simplicity of (11.98) is lost.

11.5.2 Examples of modal synthesis

As we can see from the results in the previous section the contribution of any
particular mode to surface seismograms is heavily dependent on the variation of
group slownessgj(ω) as a function of frequency. When we have many modes
present the character of the final seismogram depends on the relative excitation of
the modes and the group slowness character shown by individual modes.

In figure 11.10 we illustrate the group slowness behaviour for all Rayleigh modes
for modelT7 in figure 11.3 with frequency less than 0.33 Hz. This pattern derived
from some 80 mode branches shows a number of coherent features which are
associated with recognisable traits in the seismogram. With the exception of the
behaviour for the fundamental branch the pattern for Love waves is very similar.

The prominent maximum in group slowness for the fundamental Rayleigh mode
giving rise to theRgphase has already been discussed. The group slowness extrema
for the first few higher mode branches at frequencies above 0.10 Hz lie in the range
0.28–0.32 s/km and lead to a characteristic ‘high frequency’ trainLg. At low
frequencies (< 0.10 Hz) these same modes have a further set of group slowness
extrema from 0.21-0.23 s/km; the corresponding Airy phases are well excited by
intermediate depth earthquakes (∼ 120 km deep) to give theSaphase.

The existence of these two sets of group extrema can be understood if we refer
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Figure 11.10. Group slowness dispersion for Rayleigh waves on modelT7 as a function of
frequency. The group slowness extrema associated with phases illustrated in figures 11.9,
11.11-11.13 are indicated.

to the discussion of Section 9.2 in which we split the stratification at a levelzJ.
When we takezJ at 200 km, the contributionshw0 (9.34) includes the crustal and
channel structure alone, and the dispersion curves for this portion will reproduce the
Lg maxima. The remaining part of the displacement responsedw0 (9.38) contains
the operator[I − RJLDRfJU]−1 which will give the low frequency ‘mantle branches’
whose dispersion is dictated by the structure in the upper mantle. It is these latter
branches which display the group extrema associated withSa.

The tangled skein of group slowness curves near 0.20 s/km for all frequencies
corresponds toS waves with turning points well into the upper mantle, which we
would alternatively think of as ‘body wave’ phases. The complex behaviour at
intermediate slownesses (0.22–0.26 s/km) with rapid changes in group slowness
for an individual mode, arises from the presence of the wavespeed inversion in
modelT7 and the switch in properties from channel to crustal guiding (see figure
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11.5 Theoretical seismograms by modal summation

Figure 11.11. Theoretical seismograms for a 40 km deep vertical dip slip source. The
vertical component is shown and is synthesised from all the modes illustrated in figure
11.3: there is a prominentLg group and a clear separation of the fundamental Rayleigh
modeR0, at short timesSbody waves are seen.

11.7). For a surface receiver, channel modes make very little contribution to the
response except at low frequencies.

The group slowness behaviour in figure 11.10 shows very clearly the difficulties
associated with trying to estimate group slowness for many mode branches from
observed records. At moderate frequencies (> 0.15 Hz) we can have a number of
branches with very similar group slownesses and it is very difficult to disentangle
the behaviour near such cross-overs.

In figure 11.11 we illustrate the result of modal summation for all the mode
branches shown in figure 11.3, with a vertical dip-slip event at a focal depth of 40
km. The wavetrains on these vertical component seismograms are quite complex
but a clear low frequencyRg fundamental mode Rayleigh wave emerges from
the rear of the disturbance. The display in figure 11.11 is plotted at a reduction
slowness of 0.25 s/km, from figure 11.10 we see this group slowness separates out
the ’surface waves’ associated with the first few Rayleigh mode branches from the
rest of the modes. The complex multimode interference in the high frequencyLg
group is clearly seen in figure 11.11. The faster arrivals have a distinct pulse-like
character and can be identified withS wave arrivals which mostly have turning
points in the mantle. At short ranges we see upward radiatedS which at larger
ranges is superseded byS wave energy returned from beneath the source level,
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Figure 11.12. Theoretical seismograms, vertical component by summation of Rayleigh
modes: a) all modes in figure 11.3 with a frequency less than 0.33 Hz; b) the difference
between a) and a calculation with only l5 modes enlarged by a factor of 4.

both directS and, with a small delay, a reflection from the 400 km discontinuity.
For much greater source depths, e.g., 200 km the seismograms for the same source
mechanism show almost no trace of surface wave character out to 1600 km. The
modal summation for this deep source just synthesises theSbody wavetrain.

For shallow sources the split into ‘body wave’ and ‘surface wave’ components
persists as would be expected to greater ranges. In figure 11.12 we show theoretical
seismograms for a focal depth of 10 km for ranges from 1500 to 4500 km. The
upper frequency limit used for this calculation was 0.33 Hz so that we have used
the mode set represented by figure 11.10. The lowest frequency fundamental mode
Rayleigh waves have a group slowness close to 0.16 s/km and superimposed on
this mode can be seen higher modes with shorter period. A distinctLg packet
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11.5 Theoretical seismograms by modal summation

Figure 11.13. Observed and theoretical seismograms for theSa phase and fundamental
Rayleigh modeR0 for the distance range 6500–9500 km: a) WWSSN-LP vertical compo-
nent records for a Kuriles event recorded in Scandinavia; b) Theoretical seismograms with
pass band 0.01–0.10 Hz.

of high frequency energy grades into an Airy phase for the first higher mode (R1)
which is dwarfed byRg. In the body wave field we see the emergence of the surface
reflected phasesSSat the larger ranges (3500–4500 km). These waves are enhanced
in figure 11.12b where we have taken the difference of the seismograms calculated
with the full mode set in figure 11.12a and a comparable set calculated with just
the 15 lowest mode branches. From figure 11.3 we see that the 15 mode set gives
a slowness dependent frequency window and misses nearly all high frequencies
(> 0.10 Hz) for slowness less than 0.2 s/km. The missing portion of the response
corresponds to higher frequencyS body waves, the long period response being
tolerably well represented.

At even longer ranges, for intermediate depth events, the long-period (< 0.10
Hz) character of the modal dispersion is most important and only a limited number
of modes make a significant contribution. In figure 11.13 we show theoretical and
observed vertical component seismograms for ranges from 6500 km to 9500 km
calculated by the superposition of the first 16 mode branches. The theoretical
seismograms have been calculated for a 160 km source in modelT7, derived for
western America. The observations are taken from vertical component WWSSN
(LP) records in Scandinavia for an event in the Kuriles at 120 km depth. Although
the relative excitation of the fundamental Rayleigh mode is different both sets
of traces show the phaseSaarising from the interference of the first few higher
modes with very similar group velocities. This phase, as noted by Brune (1965),
shows varying waveform from station to station since the dominant mode branch
varies with position. This variation can be exploited with an array of stations,
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as in figure 11.13, to use the spatial behaviour to separate mode branches. The
traces are combined with appropriate delays to enhance an individual phase
slowness(p), and then the group slowness behaviour as a function of frequency
is determined by sweeping a narrow-band filter through the array sum. Individual
mode contributions can be recognised in plots of the signal strength as a function
of p andg at each frequency (Nolet, 1977) but with a limited array careful work is
needed to avoid contamination from sidebands in the array response.

11.6 Separation of body wave phases

We have seen in figures 11.10–11.13 howS body wave phases may be generated
by modal synthesis, but at high frequencies several hundred mode branches may
need to be summed to give reliable mode shapes. Most of thesurface wavetrain,
with high group slowness, can be described by relatively few mode branches over
the entire frequency band of interest. We would therefore like to find some means
of splitting up the seismic response which conforms to the conventional seismic
terminology and which enables us to relocate the modal summation results to our
discussions of body waves in Chapters 9 and 10.

A convenient starting is provided by the representation (7.66) for the surface
displacementw0 which displays explicitly the effect of free-surface reflections

w0(p,ω) = WF[I − R0LD RF]
−1σσσ (11.99)

with

σσσ = T0SU [I − RSLD R0SU ]−1(RSLD ΣΣΣ
S
D + ΣΣΣSU). (11.100)

We may now make a partial expansion of the surface reflection operator (11.99) to
give

w0(p,ω) = WFσσσ+ WFR
0L
D RFσσσ+ WFR

0L
D RFR

0L
D RF[I − R0LD RF]

−1σσσ. (11.101)

The displacements specified byWFσσσ contain no interactions with the free-surface
elements we would refer to asS (andP if appropriate).WFσσσ includes propagation
directly from the source to the surface and reflection from beneath the source. The
second term in (11.101)WFR

0L
D RFσσσ allows for a single surface reflection and so

theSwave portion of the response includes the phasessS, pSandSS. The remaining
term will include all propagation effects which involve two or more reflections from
the surface and thus the ‘surface waves’.

We can now separate out the first two terms from (11.101) and recover the surface
displacement in space and time using (7.75). The displacement spectrum, forP, S
and their first surface reflections for angular orderm, is given by

ū1(r,m, 0,ω) = ω2
∫∞
0

dppσσσT (I + RFR
0L
D )WT

FTTTm(ωpr). (11.102)

Since the reverberation operator[I −R0LD RF]
−1 does not appear in (11.76), the only
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11.6 Separation of body wave phases

pole on the top sheet is at the Rayleigh slownesspR0 arising from the amplification
factor WF. There are branch points atα−1

0 , β−1
0 , but the integrand is now well

behaved and amenable to a reflectivity type integration (cf. Section 9.3.1), with a
finite interval inp.

The displacement field corresponding to the remainder in (11.101) is best
expressed in terms of the outgoing harmonicsTTT(1)

m and so we have

ū2(r,m, 0,ω) = 1
2ω|ω|

∫∞
−∞ dppσσσT (11.103)

×[I − RFR
0L
D ]−1RFR

0L
D RFR

0L
D WT

FTTT(1)
m (ωpr).

Now all the poles of the original expression are still present and since we have
extracted a regular term the residues have the same value as in (11.99). We have,
however, significantly modified the nature of integrand in thep plane away from
the poles.

At low frequencies there are only a few poles in the slowness rangeβ−1
L < p <

pR0 and then it is fairly easy to calculate the modal effects. We would like to
preserve this simplicity at high frequencies by distorting the contour of integration
to pick up only a few modes and supplement these modal contributions with a
numerical contour integral. Thus

ū2(r,m, 0,ω) = 1
2ω|ω|

∫
E

dppσσσT [(I − RFR
0L
D )−1 − 1]RFR

0L
D WT

FTTT(1)
m (ωpr)

+πiω2
N(ω)∑
j=0

pj Res
ω,p=pj

{wT
0TTT(1)
m }, (11.104)

where we have absorbed anRFR
0L
D term into the expression in square brackets.

Since we would like the contourE to be independent of frequency (above some
threshold) the number of polesN(ω) will be a function of frequency. We are then
left with the choice of contourE and we can be guided in this choice by making
use of asymptotic results for largeω.

We considerP-SV propagation for angular order0, and look at the vertical
component of displacement. The contour of integration needs to lie close to the real
axis forp < β−1

L so that we get a good representation of multipleP reflections. In
order to get a limited number of poles we require the new contourE to cross thep
axis in the slowness intervalα−1

0 < p < β−1
0 . For this region at high frequencies

we can neglect thePP andPS components ofR0LD and so, for a surface source, we
find

ū2z(r, 0,ω) = 1
2ω|ω|

∫
E

dpp (WF)
US(RSSD ψ

0
D +ψ0U) (11.105)

×RSSF RSSD [(1− RSSF RSSD )−1 − 1]H
(1)
0 (ωpr).
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To the same approximation the pole locations are given by RSS
F RSSD = 1. The

integrand in (11.105) has a saddle point when

r+ω−1∂p{2arg RSSD + arg RSSF } = 0, (11.106)

and if the contourE is taken over this saddle the main contribution will come from
the neighbourhood of this slownesspSS. In a smoothly varying medium, arg RSSD =

ωτβ(p) and so (11.106) becomes

r = 2Xβ(pSS) −ω−1∂p(arg RSSF ) (11.107)

where2Xβ(pSS) is just the geometrical range for anSSphase. When a saddle point
lies midway between two poles.

[(1− RSSF RSSD )−1 − 1] ≈ −1
2 (11.108)

(cf. Felsen & Isihara 1979), and so the saddle point contribution to (11.105) will
be just one-half of the size of the saddle point approximation forSSfrom (11.102)
but reversed in sign.

In a more realistic Earth model the situation will be more complicated, but once
again the cumulative effect of the higher multipleS reflections will resemble part
of the last extracted multiple with surface wave terms.

A suitable numerical contour forE at largep values is an approximation to the
steepest descents path across the saddle atpSS. This defines a slowness contour
which varies with distance and asr increasespSS diminishes uncovering more
poles. In order to link the contourE at small and largep values we have to
take E off the top Riemann sheet and may uncover ’leaky-mode’ poles whose
residue contributions have to be added to the line integral alongE. The leaky mode
contributions help to refine the multiple reflection representation.

If it is desired to keep the number of ‘surface wave’ pole small it is necessary
to change the expansion forw0 (11.74) to now separate second order surface
reflections beyond some ranger0 (cf. fig 8.11). Forr > r0 we would then switch
to a pathE for the remainder term through theSSSsaddle point defined by

r+ω−1∂p{3arg RSSD + 2arg RSSF } = 0 (11.109)

As the range increases further changes in the expansion have to be made to allow
the separate representation of the various multipleSphases.

Appendix: Modal residue contributions
In Chapter 7 we have shown how the displacement response of a stratified medium can be
represented in terms of displacement matricesW1S, W2S which satisfy the free-surface
and the lower radiation boundary conditions respectively. The pole singularities of the
response are controlled by the inverse invariant

<W1S,W2S>
−1 (11a.1)
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11.a Modal residue contributions

and we now seek to find the residues at these poles. We will consider initially performing
a slowness integral at fixed frequencyω, as in (7.77), and then the modal contribution is a
sum of residue terms of the form cf. (7.82)

2πipj Res
ω,p=pj

[wT
0 (p,m,ω)]TTT(1)

m (ωpjr), (11a.2)

wherepj is the jth pole location for frequencyω.
For SH waves we may use standard results for the residue of a ratio of two analytic

functions, but for coupledP andSVwaves the situation is more complex. We may illustrate
the process by considering the field

W0(p) = W1S(p, 0)<W1S,W2S>
−1WT

2S(p, zS), (11a.3)

with simple poles when det<W1S,W2S> vanishes. The displacement matrixW1S is
constructed from two linearly independent column vectorsw1, w2 which satisfy the free-
surface condition.W2S has columnsw3, w4 satisfying the radiation condition. Thus

HHH−1(p, 0) = <W1S,W2S>
−1 (11a.4)

=
1

<42><31>−<32><41>

[
<42> −<32>

−<41> <31>

]
,

where

<31> = <w3,w1>, (11a.5)

the composition of vectors introduced in (2.36).
The residue ofW0 at a polepj is given by

Res
ω,p=pj

[W0] = W1S(pj, 0)
1

∂p(detHHH)|p=pj

HHHA(pj, 0)W
T
2S(pj, zS), (11a.6)

whereHHHA is the matrix appearing in (11a.5). We need therefore to construct a suitable
expression for∂p detHHH. Now

∂z(detHHH) = <42>g31 +<31>g42 −<32>g41 −<41>g32, (11a.7)

where∂z<31> = g31. When we integrate over the entire interval inz we obtain

detHHH =

∫∞
0

dζ {<42>g31 +<31>g42 −<32>g41 −<41>g32}, (11a.8)

At the exact surface wave pole we have a displacement eigenvectorwej(z) which satis-
fies both sets of boundary conditions i.e. vanishing tractions atz = 0 and the radiation
condition into the lower half space. At the pole we can therefore choosew1 = wej and
alsow3 = γwej for some constantγ. The vectorsw2 andw4 will be distinct and will
correspond to displacement solutions which satisfy only one of the boundary conditions.
Sincew1 andw2 satisfy the same boundary conditions

<12> = <w1,w2> = 0, (11a.9)

from (2.71). Similarly sincew3 andw4 satisfy the radiation condition<34> = 0. Thus
at the pole

<32> = γ<12> = 0, <41> = γ−1<43> = 0, (11a.10)

and sincew1 andw3 are multiples<31> = 0. There is therefore only one non-zero entry
in HHHA from<42>.
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In order to get an expression for∂p detHHH at the polepj with fixed frequencyω, we
construct<W1S,W2S> with W1S, W2S evaluated for slightly different slownesses. We
takew1, w2 at the polepj andw3, w4 with slownesspj +∆p and then consider the limit
∆p → 0 for whichw3 → γw1. From (2.48)

g31 = ∆p{(2pj+∆p)ωρνV1V3+U1S3+U3S1−(1−2β2/α2)(V1P3+V3P1)},(11a.11)

where

ν = 4β(1− β2/α2). (11a.12)

Now at thepole itself detHHH vanishes and so

∂

∂p
detHHH|p=pj

= lim
∆p→0

{
1

∆p
detHHH

}
(11a.13)

= 2γ<42>

∫∞
0

dζ {ωpjρνV
2
ej +UejSej − (1− 2β2/α2)VejPej},(11a.14)

where we have made use of the depth invariance of<42>, when both vectors are evaluated
at the same frequency and slowness, and the vanishing of the other invariants. We may now
recognise the integral in (11a.14) asωpjJj which we have introduced in our variational
treatment (11.74).

The residue contribution from (11a.6) is therefore

Res
ω,p=pj

[W0] =
1

2ωpjJj
W1S(pj, 0)

[
1 0
0 0

]
WT

2S(pj, zS), (11a.15)

and so involves only the eigenvector entries. Also from (11.72) the group slowness for the
mode

gj = Ij/pjJj, (11a.16)

where

Ij =

∫∞
0

dζ ρ(ζ)wT
ej(ζ)wej(ζ), (11a.17)

and so we can achieve a convenient and compact representation of the residue. Thus

Res
ω,p=pj

[W0] =
gj

2ωIj
wej(0)w

T
ej(zS), (11a.18)

and this expression is valid for both theP-SV and SH wave cases, and also for full
anisotropy.

A comparable development can be made at a fixed slownessp to find the residue at a
poleωk in frequency. In this case we have to construct the frequency derivative of detHHH
and we find from (2.48) that

∂

∂ω
(detHHH)|ω=ωk

= 2γ<42>{p2Jk − Ik}, (11a.19)

and so the residue is given by

Res
p,ω=ωk

[W0] =
gk

2(p− gk)Ik
wej(0)w

T
ej(zS). (11a.20)
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